Introduction
============

Brain rhythms of different frequencies are known to be correlated with different behavioral states (Buzsáki and Draguhn, [@B4]). In particular, theta-frequency (4--12 Hz) rhythms in the hippocampus, which occur during active, exploratory states, play important roles in learning and memory. These rhythms occur with the most regularity and the largest amplitude in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare of the hippocampal CA1 region (Buzsáki, [@B2]). Although a precise understanding of how theta rhythms are generated in network circuitry does not exist, it is clear that the characteristics of inhibitory cells, or interneurons, are critically important. However, interneurons exhibit a high level of diversity in their cellular characteristics, which makes understanding the contributions of any given interneuron type a challenge (Klausberger and Somogyi, [@B18]).

Experiments determining cellular, biophysical details of interneurons are necessarily done *in vitro* where the behavior of isolated cells can be explored. However, *in vitro* and *in vivo* environments are different and it is not obvious how characteristics displayed *in vitro* are manifested *in vivo*. This can be addressed to a degree by using dynamic clamp methodologies to create *in vivo*-like situations in the dish or by imposing synaptic background activities that mimic *in vivo*-like scenarios onto model cells (Destexhe et al., [@B10]). For example, Fernandez and White ([@B14]) used a dynamic clamp protocol on stellate cells of the entorhinal cortex to examine subthreshold theta oscillations and spiking dynamics in an *in vivo* context. Their results suggest that linking cellular properties to network behavior requires consideration of *in vivo*-like conditions as different biophysical mechanisms are brought to bear. Such studies indicate that imposing *in vivo*-like conditions on biophysical model cells or on biological cells *in vitro* is a strategy that is helpful to obtain an understanding of the contributions of different interneuron types.

Of the many diverse interneuron types in the hippocampus, we focus here on CA1 interneurons located at the stratum lacunosum-moleculare and radiatum junction (LM/RAD). These neurons display subthreshold membrane potential oscillations (MPOs) at theta frequencies *in vitro* (Chapman and Lacaille, [@B5]), and as such, may contribute to generating population theta oscillations. They express cholecystokinin (CCK) and calbindin (CB) and synapse onto dendritic locations (Williams et al., [@B37]; Chapman and Lacaille, [@B5],[@B6]; Bourdeau et al., [@B1]). With these characteristics, they may be Schaffer collateral-associated interneurons as described by Vida ([@B35]). The complement of potassium channels in these cells has been characterized allowing for a biophysically based model to be developed (Morin et al., [@B23]). With the constrained biophysics, the model is able to produce MPOs as observed experimentally. Experimental work has emphasized the importance of A-type potassium currents in the generation of these MPOs since Kv4.3 is expressed in LM/RAD cells, and A-type currents and MPOs are impaired when expression of Kv4.3 is prevented (Bourdeau et al., [@B1]). Our modeling work supports this as well as indicating an essential role for persistent sodium currents in MPO generation (Morin et al., [@B23]). These LM/RAD interneurons are thought to contribute to hippocampal theta population activities by rhythmically pacing pyramidal cells with inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs). *In vitro* cholinergic induction of MPOs in LM/RAD interneurons was shown along with the firing of these cells to be able to pace the pyramidal cell population (Chapman and Lacaille, [@B6]).

The ability of LM/RAD cells to exhibit reliable theta spiking *in vivo* would suggest that they can pace the pyramidal cell population and contribute to population theta rhythms. By reliability, we invoke the definition given in Ermentrout et al. ([@B12]) which considers reliability as "the degree to which a neuron fires the same number of action potentials, at the same time, in response to repeated delivery of the same input," and we further impose a theta spiking frequency range given our context. In this paper we ask two questions: (i) Can LM/RAD cells fire reliably at theta frequencies *in vivo*, and if so, (ii) what biophysical properties and network conditions support this? We address these questions computationally by applying *in vivo*-like conditions to our developed model interneurons. Using the reliability measure of Schreiber et al. ([@B29]), we find that reliability measure values of 0.1 show clear repeatability across trials at theta frequencies. Thus, reliable theta spiking can occur in LM/RAD model cells with appropriate biophysical characteristics under *in vivo*-like scenarios. This supports the possibility that LM/RAD cells can contribute to population theta rhythms. Interestingly, we find that reliable theta spiking is promoted when synaptic background activities emphasize inhibitory fluctuations. Therefore, we suggest that the balance of synaptic input to LM/RAD cells should be more heavily weighted toward inhibition if they are to be able to contribute to population theta activities.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Hippocampal interneuron model ("*in vitro*") {#s1}
--------------------------------------------

A single compartment model of an LM/RAD interneuron developed by Morin et al. ([@B23]) is adapted in this study to computationally analyze the spiking behavior of this neuron type. The model includes two types of voltage-gated sodium currents, four types of voltage-gated potassium currents, leak current, and a noise term that is taken to be intrinsically generated. The current balance is given by:
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Parameter values and equations governing each term are given in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. The experimental data and rationale that underlie these model details are provided in Morin et al. ([@B23]). *I*~DC~ is a control parameter representing injected current into the model interneuron, mimicking what was done experimentally. The inclusion of the noise term, *I*~gate~, in this model (in the form of additive Gaussian white noise), results in MPOs as observed in experiment (Morin et al., [@B23]) -- see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A. The size of the intrinsic noise term is chosen such that the theta-frequency MPOs produced by the model have magnitudes comparable to experimental values.

###### 

**Current equations for *in vitro* LM/RAD cell model**.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Parameters and values                                    Equations                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                           **Leak**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                           *g*~leak~                                                                                                                                                            0.04 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         **$I_{\text{leak}}\left( t \right) = g_{\text{leak}}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{\text{leak}}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                           *E*~leak~                                                                                                                                                            −60 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           **Capacitive**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                           *C*                                                                                                                                                                  1 μF/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **$I_{\text{cap}}\left( t \right) = C\frac{dV\left( t \right)}{dt}$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           **Stochastic gating[^1^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}^,^[^2^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                           $I_{\text{gat}\text{e}_{\text{scale}}}$                                                                                                                              1 μA/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **$I_{gate}\left( t \right) = I_{gate_{scale}}\xi\left( t \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  **Voltage-gated sodium currents, *E*~Na~ = 55 mV**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  **Transient sodium**                                     **$I_{\text{NaT}}\left( t \right) = g_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{\text{max}}}m_{\text{NaT}}^{\text{3}}h_{\text{NaT}}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{\text{Na}}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  $g_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{\text{max}}}$                     30 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                          $m_{\text{NaT}}\left( {V,t} \right) \approx m_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{\alpha_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{m}}\left( V \right)}{\alpha_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{m}}\left( V \right) + \beta_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{m}}\left( V \right)}$   $\frac{dh_{\text{NaT}}}{dt} = \varphi\left\lbrack {\left( {1 - h_{\text{NaT}}} \right)\alpha_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{h}}\left( V \right) - \left( h_{\text{NaT}} \right)\beta_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{h}}\left( V \right)} \right\rbrack$                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Φ                                                        1                                                                                                                                                                    $\alpha_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{m}}\left( V \right) = \frac{- 0.1\left( {V + 35} \right)}{\text{exp}\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V + 35} \right)}{10}} \right\rbrack - 1}$                                                                               $\alpha_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{h}}\left( V \right) = 0.07\exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V + 58} \right)}{20}} \right\rbrack$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                $\beta_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{m}}\left( V \right) = 4\exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V + 60} \right)}{18}} \right\rbrack$                                                                                                                              $\beta_{\text{Na}\text{T}_{h}}\left( V \right) = \frac{1}{\exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V + 28} \right)}{10}} \right\rbrack + 1}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  **Persistent sodium**                                    **$I_{\text{NaP}}\left( t \right) = g_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{\max}}m_{\text{NaP}}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{\text{Na}}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  $g_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{\text{max}}}$                     0.6 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                         $\frac{dm_{\text{NaP}}}{dt} = \frac{m_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) - m_{\text{NaP}}}{\tau_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{m}}}$                                                                                                                   $m_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V - V_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{m}}} \right)}{k_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{m}}}} \right\rbrack}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  $V_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{m}}$                              −51 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  $k_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{m}}$                              5 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  $\tau_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{m}}$                           5 ms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  **Voltage-gated potassium currents, *E*~K~ = −101 mV**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  **Fast-delayed rectifier**                               **$I_{\text{FDR}}\left( t \right) = g_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{\max}}m_{\text{FDR}}h_{\text{FDR}}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{\text{K}}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  $g_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{\text{max}}}$                     4.19 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                        $\frac{dm_{\text{FDR}}}{dt} = \frac{m_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) - m_{\text{FDR}}}{\tau_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{m}}}$                                                                                                                   $\frac{dh_{\text{FDR}}}{dt} = \frac{h_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) - h_{\text{FDR}}}{\tau_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{h}}}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  $V_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{m}}$                              −14.3 mV                                                                                                                                                             $m_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V - V_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{m}}} \right)}{k_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{m}}}} \right\rbrack}$                                                                  $h_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{A_{\text{FDR}}}{\text{1~+~exp}\left( \frac{V - V_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{h}}}{k_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{h}}} \right)} + \left( {1 - A_{\text{FDR}}} \right)$                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $V_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{h}}$                              −64.6 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  $k_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{m}}$                              10.7 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $k_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{h}}$                              24.5 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $\tau_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{m}}$                           10.3 ms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $\tau_{\text{FD}\text{R}_{h}}$                           108 ms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  *A*~FDR~                                                 0.853                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  **Slow-delayed rectifier**                               **$I_{\text{SDR}}\left( t \right) = g_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{\text{max}}}m_{\text{SDR}}h_{\text{SDR}}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{K}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  $g_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{\text{max}}}$                     2.7 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                         $\frac{dm_{\text{SDR}}}{dt} = \frac{m_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) - m_{\text{SDR}}}{\tau_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{m}}}$                                                                                                                   $\frac{dh_{\text{SDR}}}{dt} = \frac{h_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) - h_{\text{SDR}}}{\tau_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{h}}}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  $V_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{m}}$                              −5.9 mV                                                                                                                                                              $m_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V - V_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{m}}} \right)}{k_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{m}}}} \right\rbrack}$                                                                  $h_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{A_{\text{SDR}}}{\text{1~+~exp}\left( \frac{V - V_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{h}}}{k_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{h}}} \right)} + \left( {1 - A_{\text{SDR}}} \right)$                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $V_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{h}}$                              −60.8 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  $k_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{m}}$                              16.3 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $k_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{h}}$                              26.6 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $\tau_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{m}}$                           20.8 ms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  $\tau_{\text{SD}\text{R}_{h}}$                           235 ms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  *A*~SDR~                                                 0.917                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           **α-DTX sensitive current**                                                                                                                                          **$I_{D}\left( t \right) = g_{D_{\max}}m_{D}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{K}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           $\text{g}_{\text{D}_{\text{max}}}$                                                                                                                                   2.08 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         $\frac{dm_{D}}{dt} = \frac{m_{D_{\infty}}\left( V \right) - m_{D}}{\tau_{D_{m}}}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      $m_{D_{\infty}}\left( V \right) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{\left( {V - V_{D_{m}}} \right)}{k_{D_{m}}}} \right\rbrack}$

                                                           $V_{D_{m}}$                                                                                                                                                          −3.8 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                           $k_{D_{m}}$                                                                                                                                                          24.9 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                           $\tau_{D_{m}}$                                                                                                                                                       4.4 ms                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           **Rapidly inactivating**                                                                                                                                             **$I_{A}\left( t \right) = g_{A_{\max}}\frac{O}{C_{0} + C_{1} + C_{2} + C_{3} + C_{4} + O + I}\left( {V\left( t \right) - E_{K}} \right)$**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           $g_{A_{\max}}$                                                                                                                                                       19.5 mS/cm^2^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         $C_{0}\underset{\text{β}_{A}}{\overset{4\text{α}_{A}}{\rightleftarrows}}C_{1}\underset{2\text{β}_{A}}{\overset{3\text{α}_{A}}{\rightleftarrows}}C_{2}\underset{3\text{β}_{A}}{\overset{2\text{α}_{A}}{\rightleftarrows}}C_{3}\underset{4\text{β}_{A}}{\overset{\text{α}_{A}}{\rightleftarrows}}C_{4}\underset{K_{2}}{\overset{K_{1}}{\rightleftarrows}}O\underset{K_{b}}{\overset{K_{\text{f}}}{\rightleftarrows}}I$   

                                                           *K*~1~                                                                                                                                                               6 ms^−1^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                           *K*~2~\                                                                                                                                                              1.5 ms^−1^\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           $\frac{d}{dt}\begin{bmatrix}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                           *K~f~*\                                                                                                                                                              0.09 ms^−1^\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          C_{0} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                           *K~b~*\                                                                                                                                                              0.75 μs^−1^\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          C_{1} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                           $z_{\alpha_{1}}$\                                                                                                                                                    0.12\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 C_{2} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                           $z_{\alpha_{2}}$\                                                                                                                                                    0.5\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  C_{3} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                           $z_{\beta_{1}}$\                                                                                                                                                     −0.54\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                C_{4} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                           $z_{\beta_{2}}$                                                                                                                                                      −0.48\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                O \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      I \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      {- 4\text{α}_{A}} & \text{β}_{A} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      {4\text{α}_{A}} & {- 3\text{α}_{A} - \text{β}_{A}} & {2\text{β}_{A}} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 & {3\text{α}_{A}} & {- 2\text{α}_{A} - 2\text{β}_{A}} & {3\text{β}_{A}} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 & 0 & {2\text{α}_{A}} & {- \text{α}_{A} - 3\text{β}_{A}} & {4\text{β}_{A}} & 0 & 0 \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 & 0 & 0 & \text{α}_{A} & {- 4\text{β}_{A} - K_{1}} & K_{2} & 0 \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & K_{1} & {- K_{2} - K_{\text{f}}} & K_{b} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & K_{\text{f}} & {- K_{b}} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      \end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      C_{0} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      C_{1} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      C_{2} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      C_{3} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      C_{4} \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      O \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      I \\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      \end{bmatrix}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                           *a*~1~                                                                                                                                                               0.425                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                           *a*~2~                                                                                                                                                               0.0836                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                           *b*~1~                                                                                                                                                               0.2244                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                $\alpha_{A} = \frac{a_{1}\exp\left( {Z_{\alpha_{1}}\frac{V}{V_{0}}} \right)\exp\left( \frac{V + 10}{10} \right) + a_{2}\exp\left( {Z_{\alpha_{2}}\frac{V}{V_{0}}} \right)}{1 + \exp\left( \frac{V + 10}{10.1} \right)}$                                                                                                                                                                                                $\text{β}_{A} = \frac{b_{1}\exp\left( {Z_{\text{β}_{1}}\frac{V}{V_{0}}} \right)\exp\left( \frac{V + 5}{10} \right) + b_{2}\exp\left( {Z_{\text{β}_{2}}\frac{V}{V_{0}}} \right)}{1 + \exp\left( \frac{V + 5}{10} \right)}$

                                                           *b*~2~                                                                                                                                                               0.0252                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                           *V*~0~                                                                                                                                                               25.5232 mV                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*^1^ξ(t) is Gaussian white noise with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one*.

*^2^Stochastic gating current was realized in discrete time by repeatedly drawing random numbers from a standard normal distribution*.

![**LM/RAD interneuron model output. (A)** Sample *in vitro* voltage waveform from the Standard model variant as in Equation [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} with *I*~DC~ = 6.82 μA/cm^2^. Inset: Enlargement of voltage trace showing MPOs as observed experimentally. **(B)** Sample *in vivo* voltage waveform from the Standard model variant as in Equation [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} with *I*~cholinergic~ = 0.175 μA/cm^2^, μ~exc~ = 0.14 mS/cm^2^, μ~inh~ = 0.26 mS/cm^2^, σ~exc~ = 0.02 mS/cm^2^, σ~inh~ = 0.03 mS/cm^2^, *I*~probe~ = 0 μA/cm^2^. Inset: Enlargement of voltage trace showing increased baseline fluctuations as would occur *in vivo*.](fncom-06-00030-g001){#F1}

Intrinsic noise is included in the LM/RAD model to represent the inherent noisy behavior of the isolated cell, generating MPOs as seen in experiment. Since all synaptic input is blocked, the noisiness can only be due to intrinsic properties and thus the noise term is taken to represent stochastic channel gating. We previously suggested that the generation of MPOs is due to a generic critical slowing mechanism in which there is an increase in the response of a system to noisy input as the system is brought toward threshold (Steyn-Ross et al., [@B32]; Morin et al., [@B23]). Thus the intrinsic noise in the system brings about an amplitude increase in MPOs with depolarization, as observed experimentally. We have noted that amplitude increases in subthreshold oscillations occur in other systems (entorhinal cortex stellate cells) suggesting that the critical slowing mechanism may be general (Skinner, [@B31]). We note that although more sophisticated forms of noise were investigated in our *in vitro* model, the choice of representation did not preclude a generic critical slowing mechanism from potentially being in play. Although the mechanism is generic, it is the model specifics that allow such an enhanced response (i.e., MPOs) to occur -- there needs to be appropriate balances and kinetics in the biophysical currents so that the rate and range of the model system can bring about theta-frequency MPOs. We found that while the A-type potassium current, *I*~A~, plays more of a role in determining the frequency of MPOs, the persistent sodium current, *I*~NaP~, is essential in allowing MPOs to occur in the first place, by creating a slow enough rate transition as the system approaches threshold (Morin et al., [@B23]).

Model variants {#s2}
--------------

Five variants of the model LM/RAD interneuron are created with different maximum conductance values for *I*~A~ and *I*~NaP~. These currents are targeted because they are instrumental in modulating the subthreshold fluctuations and determining the voltage range over which MPOs occur (Morin et al., [@B23]). The variants have maximum conductances $\left( {g_{\text{A}_{\max}},g_{\text{Na}\text{P}_{\max}}} \right)$ of (19.5, 0.6), (0, 0.6), (39, 0.6), (19.5, 0.3), and (19.5, 0.9) mS/cm^2^ and are named "Standard," "A0," "A200," "NaP50," and "NaP150" respectively, according to their conductance percentages relative to the Standard model. These conductance values are identical to the variations used in Morin et al. ([@B23]) allowing for a parallel understanding of how neuronal membrane resonance (a subthreshold phenomenon explored in that study) established by conductance balances modulates inputs to the neuron to influence its spiking characteristics (a suprathreshold phenomenon that is explored here).

Extended model ("*in vivo*")
----------------------------

We consider an extended model in this study that inherits all the features of the *in vitro* model but simulates an *in vivo* network situation by including cholinergic input and synaptic currents (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} for schematic). In other words, our model is of a virtual network. The current balance for the extended model is given by:
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![**Schematic of network scenario for LM/RAD model interneurons**. LM/RAD cells, which display intrinsic MPOs at theta frequencies, need to spike reliably at theta frequencies in order to contribute to hippocampal theta rhythms by rhythmically pacing pyramidal cells (PYR) with their IPSPs. This reliable theta spiking needs to occur in a network environment where the cell receives cholinergic and synaptic input.](fncom-06-00030-g002){#F2}

Additional equations and parameters for the extended model are given in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, and described in more detail below. A sample voltage trace from this *in vivo*-like model is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B.

###### 

**Additional currents in extended LM/RAD *in vivo* cell model**.

  Parameters and values                                      Equations                                           
  ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Cholinergic current**                                    ***I*~cholinergic~**                                
  **Excitatory synaptic[^1^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}**   ***I*~exc~(*t*) = *g*~exc~(*V*(*t*) − *E*~exc~)**   
  *E*~exc~                                                   0 mV                                                $\frac{dg_{\text{exc}}}{dt} = - \frac{g_{\text{exc}} - \mu_{\text{exc}}}{\tau_{\text{exc}}} + \sigma_{\text{exc}}\sqrt{\frac{2}{\tau_{\text{exc}}}}\xi\left( t \right)$
  τ~exc~                                                     3 ms                                                
  **Inhibitory synaptic[^1^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}**   ***I*~inh~(*t*) = *g*~inh~(*V*(*t*) − *E*~inh~)**   
  *E*~inh~                                                   −75 mV                                              $\frac{dg_{\text{inh}}}{dt} = - \frac{g_{\text{inh}} - \mu_{\text{inh}}}{\tau_{\text{inh}}} + \sigma_{\text{inh}}\sqrt{\frac{2}{\tau_{\text{inh}}}}\xi\left( t \right)$
  τ~inh~                                                     10 ms                                               
  **Oscillatory probe**                                      ***I*~probe~(*t*) = *A*sin(2π*ft*)**                

*^1^ξ(t) is Gaussian white noise with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one*.

### Cholinergic input

Cholinergic afferents from the medial septum synapse onto both CA1 pyramidal cells and LM/RAD interneurons (e.g., see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} of Chapman and Lacaille, [@B6]). Application of the cholinergic agonist carbachol depolarizes hippocampal inhibitory interneurons *in vitro* to induce MPOs (Chapman and Lacaille, [@B6]) and spiking. This suggests that cholinergic input from the medial septum may bring interneurons near threshold *in vivo*. In this study, we treat cholinergic input from the medial septum, *I*~cholinergic~, as a depolarizing DC current of tunable magnitude. We use this simple representation since many of the details required to model the kinetics of particular acetylcholine receptors are unclear at this time.

### Synaptic background activity

Synaptic background activity is included to represent the model cell in a virtual network scenario. This activity is modeled by incorporating excitatory and inhibitory currents, *I*~exc~ and *I*~inh~ respectively, and treating the synaptic conductances as stochastic elements instead of the synaptic currents themselves. The advantage of this approach is that it allows membrane voltage dynamics to influence the synaptic currents and permits straightforward identification of high-conductance states (Destexhe, [@B7]). Destexhe et al. ([@B9]) modeled synaptic conductances using a single-variable, mean-reverting Ornstein--Uhlenbeck stochastic process and provided a discretization accounting for step size that we adopt. These processes require knowledge of the synaptic reversal potentials (*E*~exc~, *E*~inh~) and fluctuation time constants (τ~exc~, τ~inh~) but allow the mean (μ~exc~, μ~inh~) and standard deviation (σ~exc~, σ~inh~) of the synaptic conductances to be treated as free parameters. The same reversal potentials used by Destexhe et al. ([@B9]) are used here (*E*~exc~ = 0 mV, *E*~inh~ = −75 mV). Piwkowska et al. ([@B25]) fitted theoretical expressions derived from an Ornstein--Uhlenbeck based point conductance model of synaptic activity to experimental membrane voltage power spectral densities and found that the fluctuation time constants that produced the best fit were (τ~exc~ = 3 ms, τ~inh~ = 10 ms).

### Oscillatory probe current

Aside from the mean and standard deviation of the synaptic conductances, which provide a broad definition of the system state (quiescent vs. high conductance), several population frequencies exist in the hippocampus (Buzsáki, [@B3]). To examine if strong rhythmicity in synaptic input (which may arise from population rhythms) is an important determinant of spike reliability, we include a sinusoidal current, *I*~probe~, with variable amplitude, *A*, and frequency, *f*. Since the probe amplitudes used are small (see [Model Parameter Ranges](#s4){ref-type="sec"}), the natural rhythmicity generated intrinsically is not obscured.

Spiking threshold and frequency response of models {#s3}
--------------------------------------------------

The *in vitro* hippocampal interneuron model has an intrinsic stochastic component and the extended *in vivo*-like model has two additional external stochastic components (excitatory and inhibitory conductances). We understand the underlying dynamics of our models by removing the stochastic components and examining the following (deterministic) current balance.
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The deterministic model governed by Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is injected with a wide range of DC inputs at 1 nA/cm^2^ steps and allowed to evolve for 2.2 s (see [Simulation Procedure](#s5){ref-type="sec"}) for each input step. The first 0.2 s are discarded to eliminate transients and the spikes that occur in the latter 2.0 s are tallied to determine spiking frequencies for different injected currents (*f*--*I* curves).

For the Standard, A0, and NaP150 model variants, the spiking frequencies begins at 0 Hz and smoothly increase with increasing depolarization (i.e., DC input) so that it is possible to clearly identify the current values (accurate to within the step size of the DC sweep) at which spiking begins. For the A200 and NaP50 model variants, the *f*--*I* curves are more complex to determine as spiking onset is delayed depending on the level of injected current indicating additional (slower) dynamics. As such, we use DC values for which spiking clearly starts at the beginning of the 2.0-s frame to obtain the *f*--*I* curves. The *f*--*I* curves shown in Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} are smoothed by interpolating between points.

![**Frequency response of the Standard LM/RAD cell model**. (Top Row) Voltage waveforms in the absence of intrinsic noise for *I~DC~* = 6.6, 6.843, and 6.9 μA/cm^2^ (left to right) corresponding to silent, doublet, and regular firing regions respectively. (Bottom Row) Voltage waveforms in the presence of intrinsic noise for *I~DC~* = 6.6, 6.82, and 6.9 μA/cm^2^ (left to right). (Middle) Frequency vs. DC current (*f*--*I*) curve in the presence (red) and absence (blue) of intrinsic noise as given by Eqs [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} respectively. The noiseless f--I curve implies that a Type I-like bifurcation may be present due to the emergence of spiking at a zero frequency but more complex dynamics are also at play as evidenced by the doublet firing.](fncom-06-00030-g003){#F3}

![**Frequency response of LM/RAD model variants**. Frequency vs. DC current (*f*--*I*) curves, as given by Equation [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, for **(A)** A0, **(B)** A200, **(C)** NaP50, and **(D)** NaP150 model variants. Note that A0 and NaP150 model variants have Type I-like characteristics whereas A200 and NaP50 model variants have Type II-like characteristics.](fncom-06-00030-g004){#F4}

Model calibration encompassing and emphasizing fluctuation-driven regimes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantitatively examine model output, we use a spike reliability measure (see [Spike Reliability](#s6){ref-type="sec"}) from Schreiber et al. ([@B29]). Mean-driven and fluctuation-driven firing were examined as distinct mechanisms shaping the reliability of neural responses (Schreiber et al., [@B30]), where spike reliability is dependent on both spike precision and spike probability. In the mean-driven firing regime, one is above spike threshold so spike reliability is mainly dictated by spike precision in the face of noisy synaptic background activities. However, if one is below spike threshold in the fluctuation-driven regime, then spike reliability can be optimized under certain conditions since spike probability improves with increased noise while spike precision diminishes (see Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} of Schreiber et al., [@B30]).

Our goal here is not to examine mean and fluctuation-driven regimes *per se*, but rather to examine our models under *in vivo*-like conditions which situate the neuron in the vicinity of spike threshold so that fluctuation-driven regimes are of importance. Furthermore, we aim to determine what parameter sets (representing *in vivo*-like states) may be ideal in bringing about reliable theta-frequency spiking in LM/RAD cells. In turn, such parameter sets could be indicative of the sort of network environment (i.e., inputs being received) that is required for LM/RAD cells to functionally participate in population level theta rhythms. At very depolarized membrane voltages, tonic spiking would result in high reliability values (due to high spike probability) whereas for very hyperpolarized values, the neuron is silent so that the notion of spike reliability is not meaningful -- both these regions are fairly predictable and well characterized. Near the spiking threshold however, transient perturbations (due to synaptic bombardments as would occur *in vivo*) can affect spike reliability in complex ways that are not well characterized. These regions, where fluctuation-driven spiking is important, are likely the relevant regions to consider for *in vivo* behavior (Destexhe, [@B8]). To hone into this window around spiking threshold, it is necessary to identify appropriate current and voltage bounds. To this end, and in the absence of a formal bifurcation analysis, we determine voltage calibration (*V*--*I*) curves for our models.

The deterministic model governed by Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is injected with a wide range of DC currents according to the same procedure used in the determination of the *f*--*I* curves. If there is no spiking, the steady-state membrane voltage at the end of the simulation is recorded and used for the *V*--*I* curves. If spiking occurs, one cannot unambiguously associate a membrane voltage value to the DC input since a spike could occur at the end time itself, for example. Therefore, the membrane voltage associated with a suprathreshold DC current is defined as the instantaneous membrane voltage, *V*\*, that produces a net transmembrane current that is closest to the DC input as shown (Eq. [4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) so that the magnitude of the instantaneous derivative in Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is minimized.
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For some model variants, there is a sharp increase in the *V*--*I* curve (several millivolts) within a few steps of the spiking threshold current value so it is difficult to unambiguously identify voltage values for that narrow current range. Therefore, upper and lower bounds on the threshold voltage values are presented (along with the corresponding range of DC values) in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. For the NaP50 model variant, no choice of *V*\* produces a net transmembrane current to track DC values above that corresponding to the upper threshold voltage, and in fact, the solution to Eq. [4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"} for all suprathreshold DC currents is the upper threshold voltage itself. Curve fitting is performed on the *V*--*I* curves of the five model variants. The best fits are produced by treating the curves as piecewise functions with quadratic subthreshold regions and linear suprathreshold regions.

###### 

**Numerics and bounds for parameter sweep**.

  Model variant   Threshold bounds                            Window bounds                                                            
  --------------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------------------- ---------- ----------
  Standard        \[−64.02, −63.99\]                          \[6.840, 6.872\]     \[−68.00, −62.00\]   \[6.158, 7.577\]               
  A0              \[−67.38, −62.87\]                          \[3.856, 3.860\]     \[−71.50, −60.85\]   \[3.348, 4.343\]               
  A200            \[−63.06, −62.50\]                          \[10.472, 10.513\]   \[−67.00, −60.50\]   \[8.985, 11.676\]              
  NaP50           \[−59.00, −56.84\]                          \[10.836, 10.986\]   \[−63.00, −56.84\]   \[9.733, 12.000\]              
  NaP150          \[−66.89, −62.50\]                          \[4.999, 5.005\]     \[−71.00, −60.50\]   \[4.509, 5.684\]               
                                                                                                                                       
  **Loop**        **Parameter**                               **Symbol**           **Units**            **Min**.            **Max**.   **Step**
                                                                                                                                       
  1               Cholinergic current                         *I*~cholinergic~     μA/cm^2^             0.000               11.875     0.125
  2               Excitatory conductance mean                 μ~exc~               mS/cm^2^             0.00                0.20       0.02
  3               Inhibitory conductance mean                 μ~inh~               mS/cm^2^             0.00                0.32       0.02
  4               Excitatory conductance standard deviation   σ~exc~               mS/cm^2^             0.01                0.10       0.01
  5               Inhibitory conductance standard deviation   σ~inh~               mS/cm^2^             0.01                0.16       0.01
  6               Probe current amplitude                     *A*                  μA/cm^2^             0.025               0.125      0.025
  7               Probe current frequency                     *f*                  Hz                   1                   30         1

For each model variant except NaP50, the window of interest around its threshold is defined to be 4 mV below its minimum voltage threshold value to 2 mV above its maximum voltage threshold value to a tolerance of 0.1 mV, as given by the *V*--*I* calibration curves. For the NaP50 model variant, it is not possible to achieve voltages above its maximum threshold voltage as described earlier, so its upper bound is defined in terms of applied currents to be roughly 1 μA/cm^2^ above the DC value corresponding to the maximum threshold voltage. The window is not chosen symmetrically around the threshold and is instead biased toward the subthreshold region so that fluctuation-driven spiking can be explored more comprehensively. The size of the window is appropriate because it is the same order of magnitude as the MPOs. The voltage and current ranges used in establishing the window bounds are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

Model parameter ranges {#s4}
----------------------

The highest sensitivity of the model to changes in parameter values is expected to occur near the spiking threshold since slight perturbations can cause large changes in membrane dynamics (i.e., spiking or not). Therefore, performing parameter sweeps on the model variants within the determined window bounds (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) is a reasonable way to gauge the sensitivity of spike reliability on the different internal conductances and parameters, and to identify network parameter values that maximize spike reliability.

Note that the *I*~DC~ values used in identifying the windows of interest, according to Eq. [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, are artificial injected inputs. In order for the cell to be situated in a similar window *in vivo* as defined by Eq. [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, network input is clearly involved. By comparing Eqs [2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the DC value used in the calibration could be interpreted as given in Eq. [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, so that the *in vivo* analog of the external current drive is necessarily a combination of cholinergic and mean synaptic inputs.
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Since the range of voltages, V, is fixed according to the window of interest (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), and *I*~DC~ is fixed according to the *V*--*I* curve, it is possible to compute valid combinations of (*I*~cholinergic~, μ~exc~, μ~inh~) that situate the neuron model within the window of interest through an iterative process. Although not perfect, this explicit constraining of parameter sets in our models means that comparisons of spike reliability values across different parameter sets are meaningful -- parameter sets which situate the neuron far above spiking threshold, producing unrealistically high reliability values, or far below threshold so that a lack of firing renders the notion of spike reliability meaningless, are not permitted. Since unrealistic biases in reliability are prevented, comparisons of spike reliability values between model variants, which may have different spiking thresholds, are meaningful as well. There is also a strong justification for exploring these three parameters.

As mentioned earlier, LM/RAD cells are targeted by cholinergic afferents from the medial septum, so the level of depolarizing cholinergic input (*I*~cholinergic~ in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) is clearly important in determining membrane voltage dynamics. Similarly, the mean excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents also contribute to the net current drive and in turn the operating point voltage so the mean conductances (μ~exc~ and μ~inh~ in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) are parameters that warrant exploration. The other currents in the model are intrinsic cellular ones, which behave according to the voltage established by the external current drive, so it is just the cholinergic and synaptic currents that are explored here. The ranges of mean conductances explored are informed by the values used by Piwkowska et al. ([@B25]) to numerically identify equal-conductance and inhibition-dominated states. The ranges for these three parameters are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Note that these ranges represent the lower and upper bounds on the three parameters individually. Every combination within the three ranges does not necessarily bias the membrane voltage within the desired window bounds, and these invalid combinations are pruned (see [Simulation Procedure](#s5){ref-type="sec"}). The step sizes of these parameters are chosen to cumulatively yield a membrane voltage resolution on the order of 0.05 mV.

The standard deviations of the synaptic conductances impact the probability of fluctuation-driven spiking and are therefore chosen as parameters to investigate (σ~exc~ and σ~inh~ in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). A range of excitatory and inhibitory standard deviations is explored with upper bounds at half their respective maximum mean conductances. The step size is chosen to be half that used for the mean conductances.

Since the sinusoidal probe current is introduced specifically to investigate the models' sensitivity to oscillatory input, the amplitude and frequency of the current are selected as parameters (*A* and *f* in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The range of amplitudes is chosen so that in the absence of subthreshold MPOs, the maximum voltage fluctuations produced by this probe current would only be slightly larger than actual MPOs. If higher amplitudes are imposed, the neuron is being driven forcefully at the particular frequency and its intrinsic properties are not brought to bear. The frequency range chosen is 1--30 Hz which encompasses the theta-frequency range as well as the second theta harmonic. The step sizes for these two parameters are chosen to provide adequate resolution without too much computational overhead. Parameter ranges explored are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

Simulation procedure {#s5}
--------------------

The computational model is coded in C++ but time series for stochastic elements are pre-generated in MATLAB and fed as input. A single time series for stochastic gating current is produced by repeatedly drawing from a standard normal distribution (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and used throughout for all simulations. No scaling is required to produce MPOs of the desired amplitude. For both excitatory and inhibitory conductances, 20 time series are pre-generated for each combination of mean and standard deviation according to the Ornstein--Uhlenbeck discretization given by Destexhe et al. ([@B9]) and then capped so that all negative conductances are zeroed.

For each model variant, the seven parameters are swept according to the order and ranges in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. For each combination of the first three parameter values (*I*~cholinergic~, μ~exc~, μ~inh~), the corresponding initial conditions for voltage are determined according to Eq. [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the fitted *V*--*I* curves generated during the model calibration stage. If this initial voltage is outside the window of interest (as given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), all seven-parameter combinations involving that particular instantiation of the first three parameters are discarded. If the initial voltage is within the defined window of interest, all combinations of the remaining four parameters (σ~exc~, σ~inh~, *A*, *f* ) are considered. For each valid seven-parameter instantiation, 20 trials are performed using one of the 20 different synaptic conductance time series pre-generated for the specific means and standard deviations for each trial. Each trial is simulated using the forward Euler integration method for 2.2 s using a 0.05-ms step size. The first 0.2 s are discarded to account for any residual transient behavior not obviated by the precomputation of the initial voltage (which is itself a steady-state voltage in the subthreshold case). Simulations were performed on the GPC supercomputer at the SciNet HPC Consortium (Loken et al., [@B21]).

The assumptions and interpretation in our simulation procedure given above is as follows. We "create" an experimental condition in each instantiation of the parameter sweep and then take 20 "samples" for each experimental condition. Each of these 20 trials is different because of the stochasticity present in the excitatory and inhibitory currents, but the experimental (*in vivo*-like) context is the same in that means and variances of excitatory and inhibitory conductances are the same as well as cholinergic current and oscillatory probe (amplitude and frequency) values across the 20 trials.

Simulation outcomes
-------------------

Two outcomes are computed for each instantiation of the parameter sweep to summarize average firing behavior across the 20 trials.

### Spiking frequency

The spiking frequency of a single trial is computed by counting the number of peaks (after trimming the transient period) and dividing by two. The spiking frequency assigned to a certain parameter instantiation, *S*~freq~, is the average spiking frequency across the 20 trials.

### Spike reliability {#s6}

Spike reliability is assessed using a correlation-based measure developed by Schreiber et al. ([@B29]) and implemented according to the procedure outlined in Lawrence et al. ([@B20]). In this measure, spike times are defined as the instances at which the voltage crosses −20 mV from below. For each of the 20 trials of a particular instantiation in the parameter sweep, a spike train is generated using the spike times and convolved with a Gaussian filter. Spike reliability for that parameter instantiation, *R*~corr~, is then assessed as the average of the normalized inner product between all (non-self) pairings of the 20 filtered spike trains, yielding a result between 0 and 1. The width of the Gaussian filter is important -- if the filter is too narrow, then two spike trains that are identical except for a small offset will appear uncorrelated, but if the filter is too wide, then missing or extra spikes may be masked yielding misleadingly high reliability values. Schreiber et al. ([@B30]) found that a filter width of 3.6 ms produced the best discrimination between reliable and unreliable spiking in model neurons so this value is adopted. We note that since the spike reliability measure encompasses both spike probability and spike precision, one would expect the measure to have higher values for higher spiking frequencies (e.g., see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Since we are not considering how reliability is affected by spiking frequencies *per se*, but instead whether reliable spiking could occur at particular (theta) frequencies in *in vivo*-like contexts, we did not expand our computational examination to involve more sophisticated reliability measures.

![**Spiking frequency and spike reliability distribution plots of LM/RAD model variants**. **(A)** Distributions of spiking characteristics (spiking frequency and spike reliability) produced by valid parameter combinations for the Standard, A0, A200, NaP50, and NaP150 variants (top to bottom). The green dots correspond to the average firing behavior exhibited by the specific parameter combinations highlighted in Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Regions demarcated in grey correspond to theta-frequency spiking and are shown in greater detail in Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, and [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}. **(B)** Spiking frequency and **(C)** spike reliability probability density functions (PDFs) for the five variants using the same color scheme as in **(A)**. The PDFs were generated by grouping the spiking frequencies and spike reliabilities into bins of width 0.025 Hz and 0.001 respectively to produce histograms. The histograms were scaled so that the region under each curve is of unit area.](fncom-06-00030-g005){#F5}

We use the reliability definition and measure given by Schreiber et al. ([@B29]) that involves both spike precision and spike probability because it is appropriate in our context of looking at cholinergic and synaptic inputs to LM/RAD cells. That is, it helps quantify under what (biological, *in vivo*) conditions the LM/RAD cell fires reliably, since it is a measure of the similarity of responses over trials in which the experimental conditions are fixed (see interpretation in [Simulation Procedure](#s5){ref-type="sec"}). In this way it is analogous to what was done in Schreiber et al. ([@B30]) where they used a constant input with a small oscillatory drive (and added noise). In our case, we have a biological interpretation and context since the changing noise is due to the stochastic synaptic conductances, the constant input is cholinergic, and the oscillatory drive is rhythmicity from the circuit affecting LM/RAD cells. With this interpretation, it is somewhat analogous to considering narrowband (4--12 Hz) rhythmicity except that the spike reliability measure is more tightly coupled to the spiking itself, which is important in our interpretation of the *in vivo* situation (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

### Sensitivity to parameters {#s7}

For each model variant, the parameter sweep produces two 7-dimensional arrays (one for spiking frequency, *S*~freq~, and one for spike reliability, *R*~corr~) in which each dimension corresponds to a parameter and each index in a dimension corresponds to a particular step value of that parameter. The arrays are not fully populated since certain parameter combinations result in a membrane voltage outside the desired window, and these invalid entries are therefore set to NaN, and not considered.

To investigate the sensitivity of each model variant to the seven different parameters, all the valid entries in the seven-dimensional arrays are grouped in bins of size 0.025 Hz and 0.001 for *S*~freq~ and *R*~corr~ respectively. For each pair of binned (*S*~freq~, *R*~corr~) values, a list of all the seven-parameter combinations with that (*S*~freq~, *R*~corr~) is generated. Plots of *S*~freq~ and *R*~corr~ as a function of each parameter are produced by averaging across a given parameter in the list at each (*S*~freq~, *R*~corr~) coordinate. A similar process is used to visualize the membrane voltage, even though it is not treated as a free parameter, by averaging across all voltage values, as given by the *V*--*I* curves, associated with each (*S*~freq~, *R*~corr~) pair.

Results
=======

LM/RAD interneurons of the hippocampus express subthreshold theta-frequency (4--12 Hz) MPOs *in vitro* (Chapman and Lacaille, [@B5]), a phenomenon captured by our biophysically based LM/RAD model cell (Morin et al., [@B23]) as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A. Our twofold goal is to determine whether these LM/RAD model cells can produce reliable theta-frequency spiking under *in vivo*-like settings, since this would indicate that they can be important contributors to population theta rhythms, and to determine what conditions would support this. We investigate this computationally by examining a wide spectrum of synaptic background activities and cholinergic levels as well as exploring biophysical dependencies. A sample voltage trace from our LM/RAD model cell under *in vivo*-like conditions is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is a schematic showing the cell in an *in vivo*-like network setting, receiving cholinergic input from the medial septum as well as background excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents.

Isolated (*in vitro*-like) behavior of model cells
--------------------------------------------------

To understand how the biophysical characteristics contribute to spiking behavior in a network environment, it is helpful to first examine the behavior of the isolated model cells, i.e., the model cells in an *in vitro*-like situation with blocked synapses. The full system of equations representing the LM/RAD model cell (Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) is 15-dimensional making it challenging to be able to perform mathematical analyses. Thus, as described in Section ["Spiking Threshold and Frequency Response of Models,"](#s3){ref-type="sec"} we perform a numerical analysis to determine the spiking thresholds and frequency responses (*f*--*I* curves) of the model variants.

In Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we show the frequency response of the Standard model variant in the presence (red) and absence (blue) of intrinsic noise. As described in detail in Section ["Hippocampal Interneuron Model ('*In vitro*'),"](#s1){ref-type="sec"} the noise is introduced to appropriately characterize the experimental data and is interpreted as stochastic channel gating. The center panel shows the *f*--*I* curve, and as expected, spiking can occur at less depolarized values when noise is included in the system (Hô and Destexhe, [@B16]). The noiseless *f*--*I* curve implies that a saddle-node (Type I) bifurcation may be present due to the emergence of spiking at a zero frequency, but more complex dynamics are likely involved since for a small range of injected DC currents, doublet firing is seen before the system exhibits periodic firing at larger DC values. This is illustrated at the top of Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} where three voltage traces are shown for different injected current values in silent, doublet, and regular firing regions. The bottom of Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows three voltage waveforms for the system with intrinsic noise. Although the spiking frequencies are similar to the noiseless system, the firing is not perfectly periodic due to the intrinsic noise. As we will see below, the level of intrinsic noise in the model (chosen to appropriately capture the magnitude of experimental MPOs) is superseded by the synaptic "noise" in the *in vivo*-like scenarios. Overall, it is clear that the Standard model can spike at theta frequencies for a wide range of DC current values.

In Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, we show the frequency responses for the four non-Standard model variants in which the conductances for A-type potassium and persistent sodium currents are modulated (A0, A200, NaP50, NaP150). These particular variants are constructed to have the same conductances as those examined in Morin et al. ([@B23]) to allow for comparison and because these currents were found to be the most important in the generation of MPOs \[see [Hippocampal Interneuron Model ("*In vitro*")](#s1){ref-type="sec"} and [Model Variants](#s2){ref-type="sec"}\]. Reducing (removing) the A-type potassium current (A0 model variant) -- Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A -- causes a leftward shift in the bifurcation point and a small change in the steepness of the *f*--*I* curve relative to the Standard model. However, doublet firing is not seen at lower DC values implying that the bifurcation type may be a saddle-node (Type I). With an increase in the A-type potassium current (A200 model variant) -- Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B -- besides a rightward shift in the bifurcation point as expected with an increase in an outward current, there now appears to be a Hopf type bifurcation (Type II) with spiking frequencies starting at the high end of the theta range.

A decrease in persistent sodium (NaP50 model variant) -- Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C -- seems to promote a clear change in its bifurcation type (to Type II, Hopf) since spiking starts at a non-zero value. In addition, this value is at a frequency beyond theta. However, more complex dynamics are probably in play due to the slower currents that delay firing onset (see details in [Spiking Threshold and Frequency Response of Models](#s3){ref-type="sec"}). For the model with a larger persistent sodium current (NaP150 model variant) -- Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D -- we obtain a shallower increase in frequency with injected current relative to the Standard model so that theta-frequency spiking can occur for a wider range of DC values. Not surprisingly, there is also a leftward shift in its bifurcation point due to the increased amount of inward current in the model. Similar to the Standard model, firing emerges from zero frequency, but unlike the Standard model no doublet firing is observed. This suggests that the NaP150 model may be a Type I oscillator with a saddle-node bifurcation.

Virtual (*in vivo*-like) networks
---------------------------------

We now turn to an *in vivo*-like network as schematized in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Parameters and values used in the *in vivo*-like exploration are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and detailed descriptions and rationales are given in Section ["Model Parameter Ranges."](#s4){ref-type="sec"} All model variants are explored in similarly sized voltage windows that are biased to include their spiking threshold and emphasize fluctuation-driven regimes (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and Model Calibration Encompassing and Emphasizing Fluctuation-Driven Regimes). As such, spike reliability comparisons across the five model variants are meaningful and do not contain excessive "outliers" of high reliability (due to very depolarized membrane voltages) or low reliability (due to very hyperpolarized voltages when the cell does not spike).

Given the range and resolution of parameter values in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, there are 430,848,000 possible parameter combinations to consider. The number of valid cases for the five different model variants, with the explicit constraining to the windows of interest as described in Sections ["Model Parameter Ranges"](#s4){ref-type="sec"} and ["Simulation Procedure,"](#s5){ref-type="sec"} are given in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. The fact that the number of valid cases is different for each variant makes sense given the determined window bounds in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and the fixed resolution used for the parameter values. For example, the number of valid cases is largest for the A200 model variant which has the widest current window bounds.

###### 

**Summary of spiking properties for model variants**.

  Model variant   Valid parameter combinations   Spiking frequency (mean ± SD Hz)   Spike reliability (mean ± SD)   Percentage of valid combinations exhibiting theta-frequency (4--12 Hz) spiking
  --------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Standard        64,512,000                     13.3700 ± 5.2242                   0.0870 ± 0.0344                 26.4
  A0              29,808,000                     14.7687 ± 5.6098                   0.0972 ± 0.0345                 20.3
  A200            126,384,000                    13.4229 ± 6.1647                   0.0869 ± 0.0405                 22.6
  NaP50           105,480,000                    16.3672 ± 6.3812                   0.1054 ± 0.0410                 15.1
  NaP150          47,184,000                     15.6707 ± 4.8979                   0.1044 ± 0.0330                 17.1

### Biophysical characteristics and theta spiking reliability

Let us first consider how changing the biophysical characteristics might affect the ability of LM/RAD cells to fire reliably at theta frequencies. For each of the model variants, the average spiking frequency across all valid cases is given in the third column of Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. All variants have an average spiking frequency above theta but the Standard variant comes closest to the upper bound of 12 Hz. Note that for some variants, the average *in vivo* spiking frequency is higher than the spiking frequency given by the *f*--*I* curve at the upper limit of the determined window of interest (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that fluctuation-driven spiking is indeed a prominent mechanism in our setup. The spike reliability across all valid cases for each model variant is given in the fourth column of Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Except for the A200 variant, the non-Standard model variants have higher average reliabilities. Note that the spike reliability measure we use is dependent on both spike probability and spike precision. Since higher frequencies generally occur further from spike threshold, spike reliability measures would likely be higher for larger frequencies as spike probabilities would be higher. The Standard model variant has the lowest spiking frequency on average so this may also explain why the average reliability for this model appears slightly lower. Finally, if we consider theta-frequency firing as a percentage of valid parameter combinations, as shown in the fifth column of Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, we find that the Standard model is the most encompassing of theta-frequency firing, i.e., has the highest percentage. This suggests that the given conductance balances in the Standard model as determined with experimental data (Morin et al., [@B23]) may reasonably best capture appropriate biological balances.

Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A shows the joint distribution of spike reliabilities and spiking frequencies for the five model variants as described in Section ["Sensitivity to Parameters."](#s7){ref-type="sec"} In general, there is an upward diagonal shape indicating that higher spike reliabilities occur with higher spiking frequencies as expected. This corroborates our earlier statement regarding the sensitivity of the reliability measure to spiking frequency due to increased spike probability (see [Spike Reliability](#s6){ref-type="sec"}). The regions outlined in gray in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A delineate theta-frequency firing. As shown by the percentages given in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, the Standard model has the largest fraction of cases in the theta-frequency region relative to the non-Standard variants. Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B,C show the marginal distribution of spiking frequencies and spike reliabilities respectively for the five model variants. It is evident that while the Standard model has on average somewhat lower spike reliabilities relative to the other model variants as given in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} (i.e., left shifted distribution in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C for the Standard model), firing occurs more readily at theta frequencies (i.e., left shifted distribution in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B for the Standard model). In other words, the Standard model is best in capturing reliable theta firing.

With the biophysical characteristics of the different LM/RAD model variants, as given by their *f*--*I* curves, the distributions shown in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} make sense. The Standard, A0, and NaP150 model variants, which have Type I-like bifurcations (see Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A,D), are all able to support reliable firing at lower theta frequencies. This is true for the NaP150 model variant in particular (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A -- *NaP150*) which has the least steep *f*--*I* curve (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D). The A200 and NaP50 model variants which do not have Type I-like bifurcations and intrinsically fire beyond high theta (12 Hz) frequencies (see Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B,C), are less able to support reliable firing at lower theta frequencies (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A -- *A200, NaP50*). This is more apparent in the magnified views of the theta-frequency spiking regions presented in Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, and [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}. These observations suggest that persistent sodium currents, but not A-type potassium currents, enhance reliable spiking at lower theta frequencies. From our earlier modeling work on subthreshold activities, we note the following: Increasing A-type potassium currents led to a wider and higher neuronal resonant frequency range, whereas increasing persistent sodium currents led to a tighter neuronal resonant frequency range at lower theta frequencies (see Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} in Morin et al., [@B23]). This therefore suggests that subthreshold, neuronal resonant frequencies can be mirrored in spiking frequencies.

So far, we have discussed reliability measures from a comparative perspective. However, what reliability measure values actually show a clear repeatability across trials at theta frequencies? In Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, we show examples of reliable theta-frequency spiking for the five model variants, corresponding to the green dots in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} depicts four parameter instantiations with similar reliabilities (about 0.1) but different theta spiking frequencies for the Standard variant. On the left side Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A--D are rastergrams of the 20 trials from which the reliability can be gleaned, and on the right are voltage waveforms for two of the trials. Examples from the non-Standard model variants are shown in Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A--D. These examples also have spike reliabilities of about 0.1. The clear repeatability shown in Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} indicate that a reliability measure value of 0.1 is more than sufficient to conclude that spiking is reliable. For the A200 and NaP50 model variants, there can be large firing gaps. This is presumably due to the non-Type I-like firing of these model cell variants -- there is not a gradual onset of spiking frequency from 0 Hz so that jumps between silence and firing can occur for small changes in current drive.

![**Examples of reliable theta spiking for Standard LM/RAD model**. Rastergrams of spiking activity for the 20 trials (left) and sample voltage waveforms for two of the trials (right). Examples shown are indicated as green dots in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A. Parameter values {*I*~cholinergic~ μA/cm^2^, μ~exc~ mS/cm^2^, μ~inh~ mS/cm^2^, σ~exc~ mS/cm^2^, σ~inh~ mS/cm^2^, *A* μA/cm^2^, *f* Hz} and corresponding spiking characteristics {*S*~freq~ mean ± SD Hz, *R*~corr~} are: **(A)** {4.750, 0.04, 0.02, 0.02, 0.10, 0.125, 7} → {6.225 ± 0.678, 0.1105}, **(B)** {1.375, 0.10, 0.06, 0.02, 0.06, 0.125, 9} → {9.050 ± 0.276, 0.1167}, **(C)** {1.625, 0.10, 0.06, 0.02, 0.06, 0.100, 8} → {11.175 ± 0.245, 0.1066}, **(D)** {0.375, 0.16, 0.26, 0.02, 0.03, 0.100, 23} → {11.375 ± 0.741, 0.1077}.](fncom-06-00030-g006){#F6}

![**Examples of reliable theta spiking for non-Standard LM/RAD model variants**. Rastergrams of spiking activity for the 20 trials (left) and sample voltage waveforms for two of the 20 trials (right) for **(A)** A0, **(B)** A200, **(C)** NaP50, and **(D)** NaP150 model variants. Examples shown are indicated as green dots in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A. Parameter values {*I*~cholinergic~ μA/cm^2^, μ~exc~ mS/cm^2^, μ~inh~ mS/cm^2^, σ~exc~ mS/cm^2^, σ~inh~ mS/cm^2^, *A* μA/cm^2^, *f* Hz} and corresponding spiking characteristics {*S*~freq~ mean ± SD Hz, *R*~corr~} are: **(A)** {2.125, 0.04, 0.02, 0.02, 0.10, 0.125, 11} → {10.875 ± 0.222, 0.1314}, **(B)** {5.250, 0.10, 0.06, 0.02, 0.06, 0.125, 12} → {11.600 ± 0.754, 0.1140{, **(C)** {3.625, 0.16, 0.10, 0.02, 0.02, 0.125, 16} → {10.600 ± 1.675, 0.1122}, **(D)** {3.500, 0.04, 0.02, 0.02, 0.10, 0.075, 12} → {11.875 ± 0.275, 0.1281}.](fncom-06-00030-g007){#F7}

Overall, our results suggest that Type I oscillator models (Standard, A0, and NaP150 model variants exhibit Type I-like characteristics) are helpful in bringing about reliable theta-frequency firing, and an understanding of the contribution of biophysical characteristics can be garnered by examining *f*--*I* curves. However, it is clear that there are more complex dynamics in the system (e.g., see doublet firing of the Standard model in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and the complex shape of the reliability-frequency plot of the NaP150 model variant in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). We have shown that LM/RAD model cells can produce reliable theta firing in *in vivo*-like virtual networks, and that this can be somewhat understood from the behavior of the isolated model cells. We now consider which *in vivo*-like parameter sets are important in bringing about the reliable theta firing.

### Fluctuating inhibitory inputs best promote reliable theta spiking

As described in detail in Section ["Model Parameter Ranges,"](#s4){ref-type="sec"} the *in vivo*-like conditions are chosen around spike threshold values to encompass fluctuation-driven regimes. The seven different parameters that set up the *in vivo*-like conditions are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. The synaptic background activities (conductance means and standard deviations) are chosen to include a wide range of conditions, particularly those that may occur *in vivo*, such as inhibition-dominated or balanced-conductance states (Piwkowska et al., [@B25]). In Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, we show spike reliability and spiking frequency plots for each of the different parameters that set up the *in vivo*-like state for the Standard model. The plots are color coded for the range of parameter values used and we zoom into the theta-frequency range to better illustrate the impact of individual parameters on reliable theta spiking.

![**Spike reliability and theta-frequency plots of Standard LM/RAD model for synaptic conductance parameters**. Magnified views of the outlined region in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A showing parameter combinations that produce theta-frequency spiking. The color coding indicates the parameter values as shown on the colorbars for **(A)** μ~exc~ -- excitatory mean conductance, **(B)** μ~inh~ -- inhibitory mean conductance, **(C)** σ~exc~ -- excitatory standard deviation (noise), and **(D)** σ~inh~ -- inhibitory standard deviation (noise).](fncom-06-00030-g008){#F8}

Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows excitatory and inhibitory conductance mean (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A,B) and standard deviation (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}C,D) parameters. From the coloring in these plots, we see that there is a wider range of inhibitory parameter values relative to excitatory ones that produce reliable theta firing. To show this more explicitly, we take "frequency slices" of each of the plots in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and plot the spike reliability value against the parameter value. This is shown in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} for a mid-theta-frequency slice of 5.5--7 Hz. From this figure, it is immediately clear that not only are the spike reliability values higher for inhibitory mean (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A) and standard deviation (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B) values relative to excitatory values, but also that the range of inhibitory values is much larger. Specifically, whereas we see inhibitory means and standard deviations up to 0.32 and 0.16 mS/cm^2^ respectively (the upper bounds of the ranges explored), we do not see their excitatory counterparts exceed 0.16 and 0.06 mS/cm^2^ (their upper bounds are 0.20 and 0.10 mS/cm^2^) suggesting that strong excitation precludes reliable mid-theta spiking. Furthermore, from Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B we see that larger inhibitory fluctuations actually enhance reliable firing in the mid-theta range. Specifically, referring back to Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, we see that for spiking frequencies close to 6 Hz, there are patches of higher spike reliability at about 0.06 and 0.11. Given the color coding in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, and the Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} slice, it is clear that this occurs when high inhibitory fluctuations are present. In summary, from Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, it is apparent that the production of reliable theta-frequency spiking in model LM/RAD cells (Standard variant) is strongly controlled by inhibitory inputs, and more critically, by inhibitory fluctuations. We also found this to be the case for the other non-Standard model variants, with a larger prevalence of reliable theta firing for high inhibitory fluctuations in the Type I-like oscillator models (A0 and NaP150) relative to the Type II-like oscillator models (A200 and NaP50), especially at low- and mid-theta frequencies. This is shown in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} where we see that higher inhibitory noise levels can actually prompt the A0 and NaP150 model variants to fire more reliably at low- and mid-theta frequencies. This suggests that Type I-like integrator neurons can be stimulated to fire more reliably by increasing the inhibitory noise level.

![**Average effects of synaptic conductance parameters eliciting mid-theta-frequency spiking in Standard LM/RAD model on spike reliability**. Average synaptic conductance parameter values eliciting spiking at frequencies between 5.5 and 7 Hz in the Standard model (as given by the color of each coordinate in the 5.5--7 Hz strips in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) are grouped into bins of width 1 nS/cm^2^. The mean of the reliabilities corresponding to the parameter values in each bin is plotted against binned synaptic conductance **(A)** means and **(B)** standard deviations.](fncom-06-00030-g009){#F9}

![**Spike reliability and theta-frequency plots of non-Standard LM/RAD model variants for inhibitory noise parameter**. Magnified views of the outlined regions in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A showing σ~inh~ -- inhibitory standard deviation (noise) -- values that produce theta-frequency spiking for **(A)** A0, **(B)** A200, **(C)** NaP50, and **(D)** NaP150 model variants. Note that for the A0 and NaP150 model variants (Type I-like neurons) there is a non-monotonic relationship between inhibitory noise levels and spike reliability. Indeed, it is clear that for some spiking frequencies, high noise levels are actually required to accomplish higher reliabilities.](fncom-06-00030-g010){#F10}

Figures [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A, C, D show the other three *in vivo*-like state parameters examined for the Standard variant. Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B is color coded for the membrane voltage of the model cell, where this value is determined according to the fitted *V*--*I* curves if suprathreshold. Note that for each coordinate, the mean conductances (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A--B), cholinergic current (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A) and membrane voltage (Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B) are loosely related by Eq. [5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}. As mentioned in Section ["Model Parameter Ranges,"](#s4){ref-type="sec"} the probe amplitude was intentionally chosen to be small so as to not forcefully pace the neuron and dominate the effect of internal mechanisms. Given the speckled appearance of the plot in Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}C, spike reliability and spiking frequency have no clear dependence on the amplitude, at least for the range investigated. It is interesting to note from Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}D that although probe frequencies are mainly around 15 Hz and include theta frequencies, higher frequencies in the low gamma/beta frequency range (20--30 Hz) are also included. This suggests that background frequencies of low gamma/beta can be conducive to LM/RAD neurons producing reliable theta-frequency firing. The disjoint patches of high spike reliability can be produced by a wide range of input frequencies (note the speckled appearance of the patches in Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}D). Finally, we note that cholinergic inputs seldom exceed about 6 μA/cm^2^ (see Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}A) and that depolarized membrane voltages have higher spike reliabilities, and encompass almost the entire range of theta frequencies (see Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Spike reliability and theta-frequency plots of Standard LM/RAD model for cholinergic and probe parameters**. Magnified views of the outlined region in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A showing parameter combinations that produce theta-frequency spiking. The color coding indicates the parameter values as shown on the colorbars for: **(A)** *I*~cholinergic~ -- cholinergic input, **(C)** A -- probe amplitude, and **(D)** f -- probe frequency. **(B)** Membrane voltage, *V*, according to the fitted *V*--*I* curve.](fncom-06-00030-g011){#F11}

Given our model results described above, let us consider a potential correspondence with biological LM/RAD cells. Consider the features of the patch of high spike reliability (about 0.1) at around 6 Hz (see Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). This patch is brought about by a low excitatory noise value of 0.02 mS/cm^2^ but a high inhibitory noise of 0.09 mS/cm^2^, a cholinergic input of about 4 μA/cm^2^, and mean excitatory and inhibitory conductances of about 0.05 mS/cm^2^. Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A shows the rastergram corresponding to a parameter combination with firing properties in the given patch region as indicated by a green dot near (6 Hz, 0.1) in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A -- *Standard*. Reliable theta spiking is obtained near −63 mV -- a couple of millivolts above spike threshold (see Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}B). Chapman and Lacaille ([@B6]) found that the cholinergic agonist carbachol depolarized LM/RAD cells by 1--9 mV resulting in MPOs and spiking activities (Chapman and Lacaille, [@B6]). Considering the correspondence between model and experiment, it may be that this is an optimal operating point for LM/RAD cells. Since this operating point is obtained with a cholinergic drive of about 4 μA/cm^2^ in the Standard model, this value may represent a rough estimate of the required level of cholinergic input from the medial septum to LM/RAD neurons to allow them to contribute to population theta rhythms.

Discussion
==========

In this work, we set out to determine whether hippocampal LM/RAD interneurons could spike reliably at theta frequencies (4--12 Hz) under *in vivo*-like conditions, and thus contribute to population theta rhythms by imposing IPSPs on the pyramidal cell population. Using a previously developed biophysically based single compartment model of LM/RAD cells and applying *in vivo*-like conditions, we found that clear repeatability exists with spike reliability values of about 0.1. Furthermore, biophysical characteristics of cell models that give rise to Type I-like oscillators (i.e., higher persistent sodium conductances and lower A-type potassium conductances) were better able to support reliable firing at lower theta frequencies.

The *in vivo*-like conditions included cholinergic inputs, and excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents. Several points can be made regarding the existence of reliable theta-frequency spiking in LM/RAD model cells: (i) Cholinergic input and mean excitatory conductances rarely exceed 6 μA/cm^2^ and 0.1 mS/cm^2^ respectively, and do not vary much; (ii) inhibitory mean conductance values range widely, encompassing almost the entire range of parameter values explored; (iii) excitatory fluctuations are small, not exceeding 0.04 mS/cm^2^ except for high theta frequencies; (iv) inhibitory fluctuations are large, reaching 0.16 mS/cm^2^ for almost the entire range of theta frequencies; (v) background input (i.e., probe) frequencies include theta suggesting that subthreshold theta-frequency MPOs do manifest in theta spiking frequencies -- however, probe frequencies are mainly around 15 Hz and can also include low gamma/beta (20--30 Hz) frequencies; (vi) more depolarized membrane voltages have higher reliabilities, and encompass almost the entire range of theta frequencies.

A major result is the importance of inhibitory inputs in bringing about reliable theta spiking in the LM/RAD model cells. In particular, inhibitory fluctuations greatly exceed excitatory ones. This suggests that inhibitory input to these cells are of critical importance for them to be able to contribute to population theta activities *in vivo*. This is especially interesting given that other models and dynamic clamp experiments have shown that during high-conductance states or *in vivo*-like conditions, spikes are mainly determined by inhibitory noise (Destexhe, [@B8]). Piwkowska et al. ([@B25]) have shown that there is a drop in total synaptic conductance just before spikes are triggered during high-conductance states, and that in inhibition-dominated states, the relationship σ~exc~ \< 0.6σ~inh~ is satisfied. This is clearly the case for our LM/RAD cells in the high conductance, *in vivo*-like states. We further note that Hasenstaub et al. ([@B15]) found that inhibition is at least as powerful as excitation in determining spiking probability and timing.

Subthreshold and suprathreshold activities
------------------------------------------

How might subthreshold activities and firing rates be linked? It is known that different cell types display distinct frequency preferences (e.g., Pike et al., [@B24]; Fellous et al., [@B13]). The neuronal resonances of different cell types come about because of their biophysical makeup. For example, differences in hyperpolarization-activated inward currents are able to account for much of the resonance differences in hippocampal pyramidal cells and interneurons (Zemankovics et al., [@B39]). How subthreshold activities are related to firing activities is complicated to understand since it not only depends on the biophysical specifics and mechanisms but also on the network environment (i.e., synaptic activities) that give rise to the firing. Using conductance-based models, Richardson et al. ([@B26]) showed that subthreshold resonance frequencies may or may not be reflected in the firing activities depending on the level of "noise." In our conductance-based LM/RAD models, we found that theta-frequency subthreshold activities can be reflected in reliable firing activities of similar frequencies for certain balances of "noise" or synaptic activities. However, reliable firing can also be obtained at other frequencies not reflected in the subthreshold activities (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, the network context and cellular character can combine to selectively enhance particular firing frequencies. Therefore, when considering whether subthreshold and suprathreshold activities are linked, the network context and cellular characteristics should be examined together.

Subthreshold oscillations observed in experiment have a noisy appearance and this has been modeled as being either fundamentally deterministic with noise added (Rotstein et al., [@B27]) or stochastic (Morin et al., [@B23]) in nature. In particular, Morin et al. considered a critical slowing mechanism in which the subthreshold activity came about due to an enhanced response to (intrinsic) noise. Interestingly, with this critical slowing mechanism, there is an amplitude increase with depolarization approaching threshold as has been observed in both LM/RAD cells (Chapman and Lacaille, [@B5]) and stellate cells in the entorhinal cortex (Yoshida et al., [@B38]). Also, experimental studies using dynamic clamp protocols on stellate cells indicate that intrinsic, channel noise is essential for the presence of subthreshold oscillations (Dorval and White, [@B11]). Regardless, this subthreshold activity comes about due to the specific biophysical makeup of the cell which in turn influences its firing output (Schreiber et al., [@B28]). However, using subthreshold activities as a proxy for what output firing could result may or may not be appropriate. For example, the influence of subthreshold oscillations has been suggested to be less important than previously thought since they were found to be significantly attenuated with conductance-based but not current-based inputs (Fernandez and White, [@B14]). In the approach we took here with consideration of a wide range of *in vivo*-like network contexts, the subthreshold frequency activities can be reflected in output firing rates when particular network contexts emphasizing inhibitory fluctuations are present.

Limitations and future work
---------------------------

Although our model is high-dimensional, it is far from being a complete representation of LM/RAD cells -- not only is it a single compartment model, it also does not fully capture certain channel kinetics such as inactivation of the *I*~D~ current. We also used a highly simplified intrinsic noise representation (additive) which was assumed to represent stochastic gating, and a minimal representation for cholinergic input. More appropriate stochastic gating models for intrinsic noise can be explored but preliminary studies indicate that subthreshold activities are not significantly affected. Cholinergic control is difficult to examine because of the specificity to cell type (Lawrence et al., [@B20]). However, similarities between the hippocampus and the neocortex (Lawrence, [@B19]) imply that a detailed knowledge of these specifics could lead to a general understanding of cholinergic control in brain networks.

It would be interesting to perform detailed mathematical analyses to examine the bifurcation structure of our models. Our work indicated that Type I models (as dictated by the biophysics) might be preferable in bringing about reliable theta firing, but the determination of whether our models were Type I was based on examination of *f*--*I* curves and not directly from analyses. Also, Type I models are brought about by saddle-node type bifurcations and do not exhibit subthreshold oscillations. This suggests that subthreshold oscillation generation is stochastic in nature, rather than deterministic. Analyses of our models may help decipher these mechanistic differences and consequences. Another interesting aspect to consider is whether LM/RAD cell networks can exhibit noise-induced synchronization as described in Ermentrout et al. ([@B12]).

Concluding remarks
------------------

The role of noise in the brain has been discussed in the context of spike reliability and synchrony (Ermentrout et al., [@B12]). Frozen noise inputs generate reliable firing in cortical cells *in vitro* (e.g., see Mainen and Sejnowski, [@B22]). That is, there is a similar spike pattern in response to the same fluctuating input. However, determining and examining such patterns (events) *in vivo* is more challenging because of the more complex environment, but sophisticated techniques are being developed (Tiesinga et al., [@B33]; Toups et al., [@B34]). In these studies, reliability is considered to only encompass spike probability, and not both spike probability and spike precision, as with Schreiber et al. ([@B29], [@B30]). Overall, these are difficult issues to explore because the nature of the noise matters and could have varied roles in different contexts, depending on what mechanisms may be operating (Wang, [@B36]). In general, it may not be possible to initially ignore biophysical, cellular details as we need to consider the details to discover the mechanisms and gain understanding in the first place (Skinner, [@B31]).

Given the diversity of inhibitory cell types and the increasing awareness of the critical role of inhibition (Isaacson and Scanziani, [@B17]), model studies need to make clear links with experiment. This will allow insights gleaned from modeling to be interpreted in biological settings, and so increase our understanding of the dynamic output of biological networks. The approach we took here was to computationally examine biophysically based models under a wide range of *in vivo*-like conditions. In this way, we were able to show that subthreshold and suprathreshold activities could be linked for particular network contexts of cholinergic inputs and background synaptic activities, and that inhibitory fluctuations are vital. These particulars are predictive of what balances may exist *in vivo*. As such, this approach may be a helpful strategy to adopt to untangle what cellular and network interactions may be occurring in brain networks.
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